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1 Introduction

Participation frameworks have been discussed extensively in
recent years. The analysis of participation in conversation was

started by Goffman (ll979l 1981) and is carried on by C.
Goodwin (1979, 1981, 1984, 1987), M. H. Goodwin (1990),
Hanks (1990), and Levinson (1988) among others. This paper
aims to contribute to this discussion by presenting an analysis of
a case in Finnish conversation. The aim of this paper is to
provide a single-case analysis of how participation frameworks
are created and managed in conversation through linguistic
means.t

Goffman's (tl979l 1981) main idea was that in a multi-
party speech situation the notions of speaker and hearer are too
crude to be useful. Instead, there is a need to describe the

footing which each participant has in relation to a certain
utterance, and thus find the participation framework for that
moment of speech. "A change in footing implies a change in the
alignment we take up to ourselves and the others present as

expressed in the way we manage the production or reception of
an utterance" (Goffman 1981: 128, I3T.2

I I would like to thank Cha¡les Goodwin, Auli Hakulinen, Marja-Lüsa
Helasvuo, Elise Ktirkf<äinen and Marja-Iæena Sorjonen for valuable
coÍ¡ments on earlier versions of this paper. I am also grateful to the two
anonymous referees of the SKY yearbook for deailed comments and

çuggestions.2 Sèe Levinson (1988) and Hanks (1990, Chapter 4) for detailed discussions
of Goffman's ideas.
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Goffman himself concentrated more on other types of
activities than speech, but he suggested that it is the linguistic
matters that "open up the possibility of finding some structural
basis for even the subtlest shifts in footing" (1981: 147). Thus

he challenged linguists to look at speech situations in a new way,
and to re-analyze the relationship between utterances and the

contexts in which they are produced.

From a linguistic point of view, it is natural to start this

work by challenging existing theories of the deictic elements of
language. In his study of deixis in Mayan, Hanks (1990)

emphasizes that pronouns are the main linguistic resources

through which participation frameworks are created and

maintained in conversation. According to Hanks (1990: 138,

L42), pronouns bind together the current frame of sitr¡ation and

the narrated frame; the frames cannot be studied separately

from one another, because each partly determines the other.
Hanks states (1990: 148) that:

"person categories a¡e different from puticipant loles, 
- 
but_ _tl¡ey qre

aÎways linked=to these roles through reference or indexicality. Hence the
use of tl¡ese deictics tends to sustain an inventory of participant frames
by focalizing them, engaging them as ground for further reference, or
both."

In this paper I will analyze the use of pronouns referring
to participants in a specific type of speech situation: one of the

participants tells a story in which a co-present person acts as a

protagonist (cf. C. Goodwin 1981: 156-159, 1984; Lemer
L992). This kind of situation can be regarded as problematic for
the participants because it seemingly violates the general

conversational norm, formulated by Sacks, that "a speaker

should, on producing the talk he does, orient to his recipient".
(Sacks ll97ll1992: 438.) One specification of that rule is that
one should not "tell your recipients what you know they already
knov/". Saying things which the listener already knows is often
regarded as a complainable event: if you tell someone a story
you have told her/him before, it is likely that s/he will stop you
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as soon as s/he recognizes the story and say: "You already told
me that!"

However, people often find themselves in situations where

they would like to tell a story to a group of listeners even

though someone in the group is familiar with it. This happens

very often to couples, and Sacks describes this as a feature of
"spouse talk" ([1971] 1992:437-443). However, as C. Goodwin
(1981: 159) notes: "Such problems are not confined to spouses;

they emerge whenever parties who have experienced an event

together are jointly in a position to describe it to someone else."
In these situations, the story has at least two kinds of recipients:

the knowing recipient (see C. Goodwin 1979), who acts as a
protagonist in the story and who is also a potential co-teller, and

the unknowing recipients, to whom the story is new. The story
must be designed in a way that makes it suitable for both types

of recipients. h this kind of a situation the participation
framework is more complex than in a prototypical situation of
story-telling where the narrator is telling something which is
new and unknown to all recipients.

The presence of a knowing recipient requires special
orientation by all the participants, especially by the speaker and
by the knowing recipient. Through detailed analyses of several

complex participation frameworks, C. Goodwin has shown how
dehcãte the methods are which participants have developed in
order to deal with both knowing and unknowing recipients in
conversation (see, for example,1979, 1981: 149-166, 1984).

The method I use is in principal similar to his: a detailed turn-
by-tum analysis of an interesting and intricate piece of data.

However, my aim is somewhat different: Goodwin focuses on
the joint vocal behaviour of the teller and the recipients, and

analyzes both vocal and non-vocal communicative behaviour,
especially gaze, whereas I will focus mainly on the vocal
behavior of the narrator. My main point is to understand the
linguistic choices s/he makes.3 This understanding is best

' As a matter of fact, Goodwin (198a) provides an analysis of a situation
which is quite parallel to the one analyzed here. He analyzes a story which is
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received through a turn-by-turn analysis of the complete
situation and each participant's role in it.

In the story to be analyzed below, the narrator is explicitly,
with specific linguistic items, refening to the knowing recipient
and marking that the latter is somehow involved in the story.
Finnish has several linguistic items available which can be used

for this purpose. Some examples of them are given below to
orient non-Finnish readers to the phenomenon.

(1) The first-person plural pronoun me 'we' can refer
inclusively to both the speaker and to the knowing recipient.
'When the referents are first introduced, the knowing recipient
needs to be identified in some way, for example, by name. For
this purpose a construction such as me X:n knnssa is often used.
This construction is glossed in English "we X(GEN) with", but
in normal usage this construction will always be understood to
involve only the speaker and the other named individual. In the
example below, Mella begins to tell about the adventures she

and Henna had when the two of them were hitch-hiking in
Scotland. Henna is sitting beside her.

0L Mella : ne-häl f:åftas -i -mme genna-n
we-PRT hitch-hike-PST-PLL lnameF-GEN

kanssa Lok Nessi-lle,
wit,h Loch Ness-ALL

01 Mella : Eenna and I hitch-hiked to Loch Ness

02

told at a dinner-table when one couple is visiting another. The wife tells about
a faw pas which her husband committed during a visit to their friends.
Among other things, Goodwin analyzes in detail how the participants
organize themselves in relation to each other through the telling, with special
aÊention to how the telling-specific identities teller, addressed recipient,
nonaddressed recipient, and principal character a¡e made relevant,
displayed, and differentiated from each other. He focuses on the actions of
eachparticipantinturn, and as his data are videotaped, it is possible for him
to pay attention both to the vocal and ttre non-vocal behaviour of the
participants.
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(2) Addressing the knowing recipient with the second-person

pronoun and/or a name:

01 Sanna : m:(h)uista-t-han så Raita ku me
remember-SG2-PRT you lnameF when we

02 o1-t-i-i (0.5) m:- m- Mäkelä-n
be-PASS-PST-4. Lname-GEN

03 Puu:stelli-ssa >ei-ku< mikä se-n nimi
t.avern -INE NEG-PRT what it-GEN name

(3) Refening to the knowing recipient by name (in the third
person):

01 Raija : No.(.) N:Yt ku Ta:rja tul -i
well no$t when lnameF come-PST-3

04

0l- Sanna
02
03

02

UJ

01 Raija
o2

ol-i, Puumala-ssa.
be-PST placename-ÏNE

you r(h)emember Raita when we were (0.5)
in m:- m- Mäkelän Puustelli >or< what was
it called, in Puumala.

>millo-s se tul-i< jo
when-PRT she come-PST-3 alreadY

perjantai-n kot: i-i
Friday -ESS home-ILL

!^Iell . ( . ) N: ow when Ta: r ja came home
)when did she come< on Friday already

(4) Refening to the knowing recipient by the third-person
pronoun htin or s¿ 'he/she':a

\:

I

i

I
i

a Hrinis the standard third-person singular pronoun in written texts, se in the

spoken vemacular. In written texts, tuin or]/Iy -refers 
to human beings, and s¿

óirlv to non-human entities. In the spoken language, s€ can refer both ¡g

hurían and non-human entities, whêreas l¡¿n is mainly used in reported

speech.
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01 Noora

02

01 Noora
02

s (h) e pud (h) ot-ti t (h) ommose-n
he drop-PST-3 that kind -ACC

1(h)ampu-n pöydä-I- heh heh .hh
lamp -ACC table-AI,I,

b (h) e dr (h) opped that k (h) lnd of
a l(h)amp on the tabLe heh heh .hh

(5) Referring to the knowing recipient by a

demonstrative pronoun töti (<ttimti) 'this one':
proximal

01 Noora

02

03

01 Noora :

02
03

=täå k(h)aat (h)-o äiti-n
this spil]-PST-3 mother-GEN

a (Ìr) inoa-ll(b) e pellava-l (h) iina-Il(h) e
only -ALL linen tableclot.h -ALL

k (h) ah (h) vi-n
coffee -ACC

:tbig one here sp (h) ill (h) ed the
c(h)offee on mother's o(h)n1y linen
t (h) ablecl(h) ot.h

(6) Referring to the knowing recipient by a distal demonstrative
pronoun tuo 'that one':

01 Noora .hh hehe se L(h)ipsaht-i pothja-Ile heh
it slip-PST-3 ground-All

02 Leena ai tippu
oh faLl-PST-3

03 käde-s [t.ä
hand -ELA

04 veijo Imitä
what

05 Noora

06 veijo

: .heeh heh heh [.heeh

ltoheloi-k-s tuo,
make mess-Q-PRT t,hat,
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07 (.)

08( ) I joo::.
yes

lhaha ha lha

Ihyvä.
good

.hh hehe it sl(h)ipped to the gro[und heh
[oh you

[dropped it
Iwhat

.heeh heh heh [.heeh
[did tbat one make a mess,

(.)
[yea: :h
lhaha ha [ha

Igood.

09():
10 Veijo :

01 Noora
02 Leena
03
04 Veijo
05 Noora
06 veijo
07
08( )
09( )
10 veijo

When a narrator uses one of these items in her/his story, it
is always a matter of choice: why does s/he use one variant
rather than another one? It can be assumed that the choice of the
referring item is crucial in constituting a particular kind of
local conversational structure. More specifically, through the
choice of the referring item, the knowing recipient can be

constituted either as a recipient or as a co-teller, and
simultaneously also the role of the other participants is
formulated. The choice of the pronominal item can also have
consequences for the way in which the story will be built up -
whose point of view is presented and which events will be

focused on, whether the narrator will tell it alone or together
with the other participants, and what kind of second stories (cf.
Sacks tl9681 1992:3-16) will follow.

In this paper I shall present an analysis of a conversational
sequence in which the knowing recipient is referred to in
several different ways, and discuss the effects these different
means have in that particular conversation. Through the analysis
of pronouns, I shall also analyze how shifting from one speech
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activity type to another changes the participation framework of
the speech situation (cf. M. H, Goodwin 1990:239-257). I shall
concentrate on the interaction of the two story-tellers and only
touch upon the contributions by the unknowing recipients.

2. The Phenomenon

The data for this study come from a conversation during a
birthday party with a group of young people, six young women
and one man, Veijo, who are having dinner together.5 In the
course of the evening, they have been telling several funny
stories about what happened when somebody met the parents of
his/her girlfriend / boyfriend for the first time. The narrating
episode that will be discussed here is the fifth story in this series
of stories. Noora is the narrator and her boyfriend, Veijo, is the
principal character of the story.

The sequence, which is presented below, consists of the
telling of two stories (one about spilling coffee on a tablecloth
and the other about dropping a lamp) and their evaluation.

01- Veijo : [ä:: näytt-i-hän se-ki: kyllä (.) ehkä
ä:: it also seemed surelY (.) maYbe

02 Raita : ['heh heh'

03 Veijo

04

05 Noora :

se rnlnu-n esiintymine aika raiLakas-ta
that my behaviour quíte wild
'tomlmos-ta' PArTsil et îoli< (.)
'you know' Except that it lwa< (. )

[nii taikka<
yes or<

5 Unfortunately, the conversation is not on videotape. Even though video
would make possible a richer analysis, there is still a great deal to be found in
simple audioaped data. I¿ck of the visual from a video only resricts tlrc
characteristics ofconversation one can focus on.
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06 Veijo

07 Mella

08 Noora

09

1L

12 (Leena) :

13 Noora

14 Sanna

15 Noora

16 Sanna

1-? (teena)

18 Raita

L9 Veijo

20

21 Raita

22 Raita

lmu-st se ei kYl ol-lu [eka
I think it wasn't the first

Inohh
so hh

[1o1-i
it lwas

gsi-depyytti ku kêikki aina
the first debut 'cause everybody always

puhuu su -n ensi-de'pyyti-stä'. =tåå
talks about your first 'debut'.=tbis onê

k (h) a tat (h) -o äiti-n a (h) inoa-11(h) e
here sp (h) il} (h) ed the c (h) offee on

[ ('kuinka')
('how')

pellava-l (h) iina-Il (h) e k (h) ah (h) [vi-n
mother's o(h)n1y linen t(h)abIecl(h)oth

[.ihh

lhe he he [he he

t.j&b [. ihhh

thih hih lhih

lhä hä hä [hä hä

leiPäs: >jotain<
oh no: >something<

vää[räs: e: eihä tää nü oflu ku tota ni]
\drong: e: it wasn't so but wefl eh

lTArsi? .hh tota noi käsi tärist(h)ä l
well I GUEss Your hand was shakJ-ng

I

(

: hehe Ihe
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23 l¡eena :

24 veijo :

25

26 ( )

-> Noora :

-> Noora

29 Sanna

30( )

31- Veijo

: lih [ (h)

: lhahaha

lnii: [ :
ye::s

[ei-ks tää ot-lu sg jut,tu siis
wasn't this the stqry uhm

(. ) mj.nä tarkota-n nyt si-tä että ku<
(. ) I mean nov¡ ttre one that when(

.h (h) thä

le-ù sä te-i-t gglemmat sama-l
no you did both things on the

[visiiti-l vaik så [e-t si-tä ¡¡ [sko.
same visiÈ although you donrt beligve it.

32

33 Sanna

34 Noora

36 ( ) :

37 Sanna :

3B (Leena) :

39 Sanna : o(h)L-i. .h(h)
w (h) as like . . h (h)

t .h (h)

Ie-n
nor

usko.
don't .

.h(h)h [ha .hh

lmgi-än perhe muista-a se-n
pur family remembers it

e]ätvästi.=kaikki muu-tl paitsí sinä
clegrLy.=everybody else except yg.¡¡.

thí hi hi hi híh l

no kerto-k(h)aa Ê>mimmone< se toinlent
well t (h) elt us Êwhat the other onef'

Ino,:
wgll
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-) Noora : s(h)e pud(h)ot-ti t(h)ommose-n 1(h)ampu-n
b (h) e dr (h) oPPed that k (h) ind of a

4t

42 (Henna) :

43 Sanna :

44 Noora :

45 Leena :

46 ( ):
47 veijo :

48

49 ( ):
50 Veijo :

51 Sanna :

52 Raita :

53 Veijo :

54

55 Sanna :

56 Veijo :

57

58 Sanna :

tpöydä-l- hehl [heh .hh ltai to-n
l(h)amp on the tab- heh heh .hh or t,he

lhmhmhehe ]t t

tllha [îîha

sisä-kalu-n
inside piece

ehheh [hehheh heh [he heh .hhh

lha ha ha lha

[n (h) ous-i-n vain ni
I just g (h) ot. uP and so

pää kolaht-i Ismppu-un ja [toi ritilä
(my) head hit Lhe l¿mp and that grating

tmh h (h)

tippu ja .h kaat[u maito-muki
fell down and .h the mílk mug tl,¡rned over

l1.h(h).ehh

ahha ha [h ha hah hah

[ ']at-' f,maito-muki kaatu
'flo-' âthe milk mug turned over

maa-g
on the groundÐ

hÍhi.hth.hh(h)h.h(h)h l

tpö- rpöydä-lLeÐ j (¡r)a m(h)aitol
ta- lon the tablet a (h) nd the

v(h)aIu (.) ltota ni (.) 1(h)att'ia-lte
m (h) ilk $ras sp th) illed ( . ) eh ( . ) on the

ltha ha ha .ahh

i
i

I
I

i
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59 Veijo

60 Raita

61(Me].la)

62 veijo

63 Sanna

64

-> Noora

66 Sanna

67 Noora

68 Sanna

69

70 Leena

7l

kissa-n p (h) ää1fe.
fl (h) oor on the cat.

ah hah ha ha ha lha ha

[ha ha:

=.h k (h) issa Is (h)ingaht.-i
:.h the c(h)at fl(h)ew

t.h (h) h

( (nauravat L.2r',
( (they laugh 1.2)')

f,så yrit-i-t Iselvästi
Êyou clearly tried to

t.h (h)

ltêppa-a¿ si-t (h) ä h (h) ]
kiltt h (h) er h (h)

I ltei oot
lf,can't bef,

72 Mella : nauro.:
(they) laughed.:

73 Raita : :ei lse måtä(h)än lheh:never mi(h)nd heh

tei-än j.sä ja iiiti sano.
did your fêLher and mgLher say

It(h)ottt(h)a h(h)
t (h) rue h (h)

leeh hehheh

Ino mitä
well what

Ittä-1Ie
Êthis

74 ( ) I joo ei s (h) e [mitä-
yeah n (h) ever min-

75 Noora
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"16 o-n naure-ttu ky1 [tä-Ile en (h) si
surely has been laughed at this f (h) irst

77 (Sanna) :

78 Noora :

t.h (h) h (h)

vis (h) iiti-lle ai (h) ka h (h) uole-11- [ (h) a
v (h) isit qui (h) te tho (h) rou (h) ghly

79 ( ): [heheh

80 heh heh heh [.hh

SL Sanna : [.h (h) h t (h) h

82 Noora : lei mut se ei oI-Iu
gg but it wasn't the

ensi-vi( (.) 'siis' såå e-t jää-ny
fj:e,st vi< ( . ) 'I mean' ygu didn'L stay

84 mei-1Ie ensi-visiiti-1
aL our place on the first visit

85 Iyö-ks (--)
overnight

86 Leena lkoita to-ta r¡il [kä-ä.
try that cheese.6

87 Veijo [e-n mä [oo lSÂno-nu
r haven't lsAid

88 Leena : Iräkä-ä.
cheese.

6 Actually, Leena does not say cheese: The Finnish word rdüi means literally
'snot'. The use of this word (lines 86 and 88) is a word-play. The group is
having dinner, and among the dishes there is cheese which is seasoned with
shrimps; it is called "shrimp-cheese". A shrimp is in Swedish rtikn, and rhe

Swedish word can be seen on the package. (All products in Finland have the
text both in Finnish and in Swedish; Swedish is the other official language in
Finland.) The word rö!,a, rf pronounced in a Finnish way, sounds very
similar to the Finnish word rtikti. This word-play has been discussed at the
beginning of the tape.
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89 VeÍjo

90 Noora

92

93

94 Sanna

-> Noora

96

97 Noora

98 Sanna

99 Noora

-> Noora

r_03

että
that

hihihi n
hihihi I

lei ol-Iu<
wasn t t(

se
ir

r_0r. ( )

lEI, (

NO' (

tj(h)o(h)o t
y (h) es

sä kaado-i-t se-n fkahvi-n, (

you spilled the lcoffee, (. )

mei-'ä äiti-n (.) ainoa-1le
on my mother's (.) only line¡

pellawa-liina [-lle
tablecloth.

lä (h) ä .h Ih .hi

) mut ensi visiiti-I
) but on the first visit

[>su-l o1-í< (

>you had< (.)

îÈässä ol-i lautastiina ltyperästi
lthere was a nêpkin here lstupidly

ky1lä laite-ttu kahvi kup [i-n ja
enougrh set between the cuP and

t.ih(h)
ta- (. ) tassi-n tv;iliinâ
the sa- (. ) the saucer

100 Leena: nl[in-pä nii[n joo.
very well yea.

ttil¡i nykä-s
tbis one pulled

(h) äín [hihi hihi
(h) ike this hihi hihi

s (h) e-n
i (h) t off

L04 ( ): lha ha ha? .h(h) th



105 Leena:

r.0 6

[ ( (tyrskäht.ää) )
( (burst,s in laught,er) )

lii nyt mä lkuo1 t (h) e (h) -n
lii now rtm gonna îd(rr)ie

149

tä (h) -
m(h) -

[ ( (nau Iravat) )
( (they laugh) )

[¿et
f,so

f,äiti sa-i Isyyttä-ä omaa
f,mot,her coufd only blame her olln

r.07 ( )

108 Leena: typelr(h)yyt (h)-tä-änf,
stup (h) idit (h) yâ

r.0 9 [ ( (nauravat) )
( (they laugh) )

110 Noora: pir(h)ua-kos k(h)atto
why t,he d (h) evil did she I (h) ay

LLt n (h) i ti (h) n h (h) uo (h) nos (h) t (h) i
(the table) s (h) o p (h) oorly

Lt2 [ ( (nauravaL) )
( (they laugh) )

113 Mell-a: [.hhhh ohhIoijaa,
.hhhh ohhoijaa,

LL4 Sanna

115

116 Noora:

LL7

L18

l_19 ( ):
1"20

121 lfenna:

êAtel-kaa si-tä ku mee-tte
think of t.his when you make

Jdepyyte-i [-1lef,.
JdebutsÊ.

te (h) h

thi hi

lnii: [ : .

ye::s
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1.22

123

1"24

L25

L26

t27

L28

L29

Sanna:

( ):
( ):
( ):
( ):

Sanna:

Noora:

[ei mut siis tää lamppu o-n mu-st
no but well I think this lamp ís

nyt tJotaln ai: lvanf' fanlt(h)ast- he heh
now Êsomethinq reallyâ fant (h) ast- he heh

thih I

[hah hah

lm:

[ehh heh

[¡run¿

h (h) h thh

lnii mut se: et viel<
yea but the fact that one indeed

pitä-ä kissa-n pää1.=så selvästi e-t
has to pour it on the cêÈ.:you clgarJ-y

j (h) oo
y (h) ea

131 Noora: pitä-n (h) y ts (h) iit
dídn't I (h) ike h (h) er

L32 Veijo: Isyytö-hä n(h) ie sii- (h) e
w(h)etl I w(h)as innocent of

133

L34 Sanna:

135

136 ( ):

137 Henna:

o1- (h) i-n
that

hi hi hi
(0.3)

. hh tlj-bbb I hh

lvoi ei. l
oh no.

138 Mella: h(h)aII(h)u- .h kåssa] parka?
d(h)id- .h pg.o.r cat?

(,

i
$-

rl.

ç
'li
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139 ( ): [ (voí: kauhea) ]
(oh rny God)

140 (. )

l.4I ( ): eh he he [he

142 Henna: lmut onne-ks se ol-i Jma:ito-o
but luckily it was Jmå:lk.

During this sequence, the narrator Noora addresses Veijo, the
protågonist, by the second-person pronoun sri (< sinti'you') nine
times (lines I0, 27, 28, 35, 65, 83, 9L, 95 and 130). She refers
to Veijo by a proximate demonstrative pronoun tdd (< trimö'this
one') twice (lines 10 and 102), and once with the pronoun se

(line 40), which is a third-person singular pronoun in colloquial
Finnish, but is also a demonstrative pronoun.

In this section, I would like to discuss the following
questions: \ilhat is the contribution of this variation to the
interpretation of the story? What function does each pronoun
have which could not be performed by the others?

In this sequence, there are two stories which are told in
intertwined fragments. First, Veijo begins to relate something
about his own behaviour during his first visit to Noora's parents
(lines 1-4). Then in line 4, he begins to hesitate about whether it
really was his first visit or not. This is relevant, because the

topic of the conversation has for a long time been "funny things
that happened on the first visit to your girl- or boyfriend's
home". The hesitation gives Noora an opportunity to come in
with her story which is not, as it appears, the same as the one

that Veijo had in mind. Noora begins a story about how Veijo
spilled coffee on the øblecloth.

(7)
0B Noora : îol-i ensi-depyytti ku

be-PST-3 fÍrst debut si-nce
it lwas the first debut 'cause
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09 kgikki aina puhuu su -n ensi-
everyone always talk-3 you-GEN first
everybody always talks about your first

10 de'pyyt.i-stä' . =tää k (h) a Iat (h) -o
debut -ELA this spill-PsT-3.debut'.:this one here sp(h)ill (h)ed

11 (Leena) : [ ( 'kuinka' )
how

( 'how')

12 Noora : äiti-n a (h) inoa-lf (h) e pellava-
mot,her-GEN only -ALL linen
the c(h)offee on moLher's o(h)nly linen

13 Noora : I (h) iina -l (h) I (h) e k (h) ah (h) vi-n
tabLecloth -ALt coffee -ACC
t (h) ablecl (h) oth

Noora's turn in lines 8-13 is contrastive to Veijo's and as

such is argumentative, but it can also be interpreted as a story
abstract (cf. Labov 1979) which projects for more details.
Noora tells that on his first visit, or "debut" as they call it, Veijo
had spilled coffee on Noora's mother's only linen tablecloth.T
The abstract already causes a roar of laughter and comments
(lines 12, l4-I8, 2L-23).

The laughter breaks up Noora's story before she goes into
detail, and Veijo uses the opportunity to intemrpt her and say

that this is not the story which he had in mind (lines 19-20,24-
25). For a while they argue about which story happened on
which occasion (lines 24-35). Then Sanna asks both of them to
tell the recipients "the other story" (lines 37 and 39), and the

7 First debut is a literal translation of the word ensídepyyni which Noora is
using. It is not a conìmon word; Noora has created it from the words
ersiiisätti'the first visit' and depyyai'debut', which, in this context, both
have the same meaning. A linen tablecloth is the finest thing a Finnish hostess
can use to honou¡ her guests, together with the best coffee cups and silver
spoons.
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story about dropping a lamp and pouring milk on the cat thus
elicits lines 40 through 81.

Then in line 82, Noora starts the argument again about
whether this happened during the first visit or not, and in line
90 she moves on to tell the story about spilling the coffee which
she had been trying to tell earlier. She tells her story and

evaluates it together with the other girls in lines 90-121. Then
Sanna returns to the lamp story once again, and they comment
on it for a while (lines 122-142).

To sum up, this sequence presents a case where two people,
a couple, have experienced something together and they have to
decide ho.'tr to share between them the right to tell about it to
others. In this case the solution is that they correct each other
and compete for the right to tell by claiming that one

remembers better than the other how everything happened (cf.
Sacks 1992:443, and Lerner 1992). Thus, instead of one story
being told jointly, or two separate, consecutive stories, there are
two stories mixed together, intemrpted by arguments.

3. The Analysis

With the variation of the pronouns, Noora is involved in four
types of activities. She (i) separates the knowing and the

unknowing recipients, (ii) marks the speech activity type as

either narrative or argumentative, (iii) turns from the here-and-
now to the narrated world, and (iv) occasionally accepts the

knowing recipient's right to tell what happened by offering an

understanding of his story as she might upon hearing it for the
first time, as one of the recipients. In the following pages, each

of these activities will be analyzed separately.
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3.L.Distinguishing between Knowing and Unknowing
Recipients

As the second- and third-person pronouns give the referent a

different participation status, the shift between them carries
wittr it a change of footing. Thus, for example, when Noora
changes the pronoun from sa 'you' to t¿iö'this one' or se 'he',
she also changes the alignment she has towards the recipients.
For Noora, there are two kinds of recipients: the knowing
recipient Veijo and the girls, who do not know the events. In
this section, I will discuss the ways in which this distinction is
realized in conversation.

Noora's strategy in dealing with the two types of recipients
is to make it very clear which party she is talking to. In
fragments where the pronoun is sd 'yo.t', Veijo is the addressed
recipient, and the others are in a way excluded from the
conversation, thus becoming mere overhearers for the moment.
The overhearers can display an orientation to this kind of
participation framework, as in the example below:

(8)
82 Noora e-i mut, se ei oI-lu

NEG but it NEG-3 be-PST
no but it wasntt the

83 ensi-vi< ( . ) 'siis' sji¡ä e-t jää-ny
first vi- so you NEG-2 stay-PST
first vi< (.) 'I mean' ygu didn't stay

84 mei-lle ensi-visiiti-l
we -ALL first visit -eI,l,
wit,h us on the first visit

lyö-ks (--)
night-TRÀ
overnight (--)

-) Leena : [koita to-ta rä] [kä-ä.
try-IMP-2 that-PART "shrimp-cheese"-PART
try that. chgese.

85



87 Veijo :

88 veijo loo lSeno-nu että se
be say-PSTPPP that it
lsAid that it wasnrt(

-)Leena : [räkä-ä.
"shrimP-cheese"-PART
cheese.

90 Noora

9L

93

[e-n mä
NEG-1 I

T haventt

[ei of-Iu<
NEG-3 bE-PST

155

mut ensi
but first
but on

lEr, (.)
NEG
NO, (')

92

våsiiti-1 så kaado-i-t se-n
visit -ADE You sPill-PST-2 it-ACC
the first visit You sPilled the

lkahvi-n, (.) mei-'ä äiti-n (.) ainoa-lle
coffee-ACC we-GEN mother-GEN only-ALL

lcoffee, (.) on mY motherrs(.) onlY

pgllava-liina-lle .

linen tablecloth-ÀLL
linen tabfecloth.

In the segment above, overlapping Noora's turn in which

she addresses VeÜo, Iæena displays that she belongs to the

overhearers by starting to talk about the food (lines 86 and 89).
'When the pronoun is uiti'this one' or J¿ 'he', Noora

explicitly designs her turn for the other girls and refe_rs to Veijo

inã way which does not invite him to join in and tel1 the story

from his point of view. In other words, Veijo is made into an

overhearer. By changing the pronoun, Noora linguisticaþ
tums towards Veijo or away from him.

In this way, Noora uses the choice of the pronoun as a

resource for making the participation framework suitable for
her purposes; the others mainly adapt themselves to the roles

she ôffers them. The possibility for clear marking is due to one
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basic choice which Noora has made: she has designed her story
so that it is about Veijo, not about her own feelings or about
something that has happened to both of them. In other words,
she has produced a third-person narrative instead of using a
first-person plural form.8 When the focus is on Veijo, it is

possible for Noora to vary between the second-person and

third-person pronouns and thus manipulate the participation
framework; if she had chosen the first-person form for the
story, this kind of variation would not have been so readily
available.

3.2.Marking the Speech Activity Type

Occasionally, a change of footing occurs simultaneously with a

change in the speech activity type. In such cases the choice of
the pronoun has to be supported by other linguistic means. The
examples below illustrate this.

In examples (9), (10), and (11), where Noora refers to
Veijo by a third-person pronoun, she is telling a story; the
utterances are reports of past events, and they are in the past
tense, which is the main tense for narratives.

(e)
-> Noora : =tåå k(h)a[at(h)-o äiti-n

this spil]-PST-3 mother-GEN
:tbis one bere sp (h) il1 (h) ed

11 (Leena) : [ ('kuinka')
how

('how')

12 Noora a (h) inoa-]l (h) e pellava-
only -ALL linen
the c(h)offee on mother's

t C. Goodwin (1981: 156-159) presents an analysis of a conrasting
examplc the story is told in first-person plural, and the knowing recipient
keeps uying to intemrpt with his version of the story.
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13 Noora : I (h) iina -1 (h) I (h) e k (h) ah (h) vi-n
tabtecloth -AtL coffee -ACC
o (h) nly linen t, (h) ablecl (h) oth

(10)
-> Noora ti¡å nykä-s s (h) e-n hihihi

this pull-PST-3 it-ACC
this one puLled i (h) t off hihihÍ

r.03 n (h) äin thihi hihi
t.hus
I (h) ike this hihi hihi

(1 1)
-> Noora s (h) e pud (h) ot-ti t (h) ommose-n

he drop-PST-3 that kind-ACC
b (h) e dr (h) opped that k (h) ind of

4t I (h)ampu-n [pöydä-l- heh]
lamp-ACC table-Al,I,
a 1 (h) amp on the table- heh

42 (Henna) [hmhm hehe ]

43

It is interesting to compare the above examples (9), (10)

and (11) to examples (12), (13), and (14). Here Noora refers to
Veijo with a second-person pronoun, and the examples are not
in the narrative mode. Judging by the actual content, they could

be regarded as reports of events. They are, however, addressed

to veijo, to whom they are in fact no news.

(12)
lol--i ensi-dePyytti ku
be-PST-3 firsÈ debut since
it lwas the first debut 'cause

heh

heh

.hh tai to-n sisä-kalu-n
or that-ACC inside-object-ACC

.hh or the inside piece

08 Noora
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10

(13)
-> Noora

-> Noora

29 Sanna

30( )

31 Noora

32 Veijo

33 Sanna

34 Noora

(14)

kaikki aina puhuu su -n ensi-
everyone always talk-3 you-GEN fírst
everybody always talks about your first

de'pyyti-stä'
debut -ELA'debut' .

ei så te-i-t molemmat sama-l
NEG you do-PST-2 both same-ADE
no you did bgth things on the same

lvisiiti-I vaik så [e-t si-t,ä
visit-ADE though you NEG-SG2 it-PART

visit although you don't

tih t (h) t .h (h)

lhahaha

:¡ [sko.
believe
believe it.

[e-n usko.
NEG-I believe
nO I donrt.

h(h)h lha .hh

[mgi-än perhe muista-a se-n
we-GEN family remember-3 it-ACC
g:¿r family remembers it

elävästi.=kaikki muu-t paitsi sinå.
vividly everyone else-PT, excePt you
clearly.=everybody else except ye.q.

e.i mut se ei o]-lu
NEG but it NEG-3 be-PST
ng but it. wasn't the

82 Noora
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ensi-vi< (.) 'siis' silå e-t jää-ny
first vi- so you NEG-2 stay-PST
first vi< (.) 'I mean' ygu didn't stay

84 mei-lte ensi-visiiti-l
we -ALL first visit -ALL
with us on the first visit

85 [yö-ks (--)
night-TRA
overnight (--)

86 Leena : lkoita to-ta r¡i] [kä-ä.
try-IMP-2 that-PART "shrimp-cheese"-PART
try that cheese.

87 Veijo le-n mä
NEG-1 I

I t¡aven I t

88 veijo : loo lSAno-nu että se lei ol-lu<
be say-PPC that it NEG-3 be-PST

lsAid that it wasntt(

-)Leena lräkä-ä.
"shrimp-cheese"-PART
cheese.

90 Noora :

92

lEI, (

NEG
NO, (

) mut ensi
but first

) but on

visiiti-l sä kaado-i-t se-n
visit -ADE you sPi1I-PST-2 it-ACC
the first. visit you sPilled the

lkahvi-n, (.) mei-'ä äiti-n (.) ainoa-lle
coffee-ACC we-GENmother-GEN only-ALL

lcoffee, (.) on my mother's(.) onIY

pe.1lava-1iina-Lle .

linen tablecloth-ALL
Ii-nen tablecloth.

93
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In examples (12), (13) and (14), we find several linguistic
devices that are used to mark a change in the speech activity
type. In examples (12) and (13), the tense changes from the past

to the present (in lines 8 and ?il, verbs are in the past tense,

whereas in lines 9 and 28-34 they are in the present tense), and

in example (1a) Veijo's contribution (lines 87-88) is in the
perfect tense. Noora also uses items such as ¿i 'no' (Iine 27), ei
mut 'rto but' (line 82) and vaík sö et sítri usko 'although you
don't believe it' (lines 28 and 31) to deny something that Veijo
has previously said. In addition, the verb-initial word order of
Noora's utterance in example (I2) is contrastive; this
contrastiveness is further marked with very high intonation in
the beginning of the utterance. The second-person pronoun
works together with these other elements in marking the
utterances as argumentative.e This marking indicates a change in
speech activity.

Argument as a participation structure is very different
from story+elling. While a story expands the participation
framework so that recipients have the opportunity to participate
in the story-telling and evaluate the events in the story, an

argument typically restricts participation in the sequence to a

small set of participants, often only to two speakers (cf. M. H.

Goodwin 1990: 241, 244).
The change in speech activity type does not need to be

abrupt. This is illustrated in the following pair of examples.

Both examples are attempts at initiating the story about the
spitling of the coffee. At first, Noora begins by saying:

(1s)
08 Noora : îol-i ensi-dePYYtti ku

be-PST-3 first debut since
it lwas the first debut 'cause

e The terms "argumentative" and "argument" are not used here in a text-
anat¡ic sense, but rather as descriptions of a speech activity in which
speakers argue over something.
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11 (Leena) :

12 Noora

94 Sanna

-) Noora

kgikki aina puhuu su -n ensí-
everyone always talk-3 you-GEN first.
everybody ahrays talks about, your fj-rst
de'pyyti-stä'.:täå k(h)aIat (h)-o
debut -ELA this spill-PsT-3'debut.'.=this one bere sp(h)itl (h)ed

[ ( 'kuÍnka')
how

('how')

äit,i-n a (h) inoa-ll (b) e pellava-
mother-GEN only -ALL linen
the c(h)offee on motherrs o(h)nly linen

161

) mut ensi
but first

) but on

L3 Noora : t (h) iina -1 (h) r (b) e k (h) ah (h) vi-n
tablecloth -ALL coffee -ACC
t (h) ablecl (h) oth

'When 
she begins the story for a second time, she says:

(16)
90 Noora : [EI, (

NEG
NO, (

92

93

visiit.i-1 sä kaado-i-t se-n
visit -ADE you spill-PST-2 it.-ACC
the first visit you spiJ-led the

lkahvi-n, (.) mei-'ä äiti-n (.) ainoa-lle
coffee-ACc I^'e-GENmother-GEN only-ALL

lcoffee, (.) on my mother's(.) only

pellava-l- iina [ -l]-e .

linen tablecl-oth-ALL
línen tableclottr.

tä(h)ä .hlh .hi

[>su-I ol-i< (. )
you-ADE be-PST

>you had< (. )
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96 îtässä ol-i lêutasliinaltyperästi
here be-PST napkin stupidly

ltbere v¡as a napkin here lstupidly

97 Noora : kyIlä laite-ttu kahvj. -kup[i-n ja
surely set-PPPC coffee cup-GEN and
enough set betwegn the cup and

98 Sanna :

99 Noora :

t. ih (h)

ta- (. ) tassi-n lväliinâ
saucer-GEN between

the sa- (. ) the saucer

Noora produces almost the same utterance twice: tãti l<anto

tiitín ainoalle pellavaliinalle kahvin - 'this one here spilled the
coffee on mother's only linen tablecloth' and eí mut ensívisíítil
sä lcaadoit sen lcahvín meiön öítin aircalle pellavaliinalle - 'no
but on the first visit you spilled the coffee on my mother's only
linen tablecloth'. In the first utterance, Noora refers to Veijo by
the pronoun täti'this one', which belongs to the narrative mode,
and in the second utterance she refers to him as sa 'you', which
belongs to the argumentative mode. How is this pronoun choice
to be explained?

In the first fragment, Noora designs the utterance as being
a possible beginning of a story: it is an instance of reporting
some events, it is in the past tense, and the pronoun she uses

refers to someone talked about, not to someone addressed.

Noora has here produced a turn which could be heard as a story
abstract (cf. Labov 1979). An abstract generally projects for
more details of the story, but Noora is intemrpted and does not
get an oppornrnity to tell them.

So, when Veijo has finished the lamp story, Noora returns
to the coffee-spilling story in the second fragment. However,
the main point of her story, the spilling of the coffee, is no

longer news to anyone as it has been mentioned before. As a

consequence, it is not possible to repeat the coffee incident as a
story; so she has to return to it by some other means. Thus in
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the second version Noora begins her story again, this time in an
argumentative mode (lines 90-93). She prolongs the argument,
which was going on in lines 82-89, by choosing a pronoun
which still keeps Veijo as her addressed recipient, by using an
argument¿tive preface ei'no' and by changing the word kahvín
'coffee' into the form sen kahvín'the coffee' which indicates
that the referent is known.ro

The content of this utterance ei, (.) mut ensivisiítil xi
lcaadoit sen kahvin meítin tiitin ainoalle pellavaliinalle - 'no but
on the first visit you spilled the coffee on my mother's only
linen tablecloth' is narrative in the same way as in example (15)
where the utterance functions as a beginning of a story and leads
on to the details. The entire utterance has two faces: its form is
argumentative, linking back to the on-going debate and thus
making the tum locally relevant; but the content consists of a
narrated event and the utterance projects for continuation and
thus gives the speaker an opportunity to continue with the story.
The change in speech activity type is made gradually. This
design seems to be effective for the beginning of a story; the
other participants assume the role of story recipients which
Noora is offering them, and they show their appreciation for
the story (lines 89-91, 94-98,101-105).

r0 This point is lost in translation. In example (15) Noora says kahvi-n
(ACC), which means 'the particular cup of coffee you were drinking then';
the form stands in contrast to partitive form lcnhvi-a (PART), which could be
just any (amount of) coffee. In example (16) se-n kahvïn (PRONOUN-ACC
coffee-ACC) does not merely indicate that the referent is known. For Veijo it
is a reminder of the situation, 'the coffee that you remember', and thereby a
prolongation of the argument. For ttre girls it refers to the fact that ttre same
coffee has been mentioned ea¡lier in this discussion.

The pronoun s¿ is the same pronoun as the one that Noora uses to refer
to Veijo in example (11), but it is used here as a kind of definite article. For
the article-like use ofse see Laury (1995).
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3.3.Turning from the Here-and-now to the Narrated
\üorld

Two worlds meet in a story-telling situation: the world of the

story and the world of the situation in which the story is being
told. The time of a.ction for example, the time when everything
happened, must be matched by the narator to the present tíme
of tellíng (cf. Helasvuo 1991: 57). Together with time, the
narrator has to deal with other deictic elements, such as person

and place. When s/he wants to express that someone belongs to
both these worlds, as when Noora refers to Veijo, the narrator
has to find a special way to convey the simuløneous presence of
that person in both worlds. Eye contact and gestures serve well
here (see Goodwin 1984), but an important part of the work is

done through the choice of linguistic items.
In examples (17), (18) and (19), Noora's utterances include

the pronoun raö 'this one' or s¿ 's/he' and are narrative. In these

examples, Noora is reporting something that Veijo has done at a
time which is in the past and in a place which is far away. While
relating this, Veijo is sitting beside her.

(17)
08 Noora : îol-i ensi-dePYYtti ku

be-PST-3 first debut since
it lwas the fírst debut 'cause

09 kê.lkki aina puhuu su -n ensi-
everyone al-ways talk-3 you-GEN first
everybody always talks about your first

de'pyyti-sLä' .:tåå k (h) a Iat (h) -o
debut -EIA this sPi1l-PST-3
'debut'.=this one bere sp(h)ill(h)ed

[ ('kuinka')
how

('how')

11 (Leena) :
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12 Noora

13 Noora

(18)
94 Sanna :

95 Noora

96

97 Noora

98 Sanna

99 Noora

100 Leena: ni[in-pä nii[n joo
well-PRT well yes
very $tell Yeah.

äiti-n a (h) inoa-ll (h) e pellava-
mot.her-GEN onJ-y -ALI linen
the c(h)offee on mother's o(h)nly linen

I (h) iina -1 (h) 1 (h) e k (h) ah (h) vi-n
tablecloth -AtL coffee -ACC
t (h) ablecl (h) ott¡

tä (h) ä .h [h .hi

[>su-I ol-i< (. )
you-ADE be-PST

>you had< (. )

ît.ässä ol-i lautastiinaltyperästi
here be-PST napkin stupidly

lthere was a nepkin here lstupidly

kyllä Laite-ttu kahvi -kup[i-n ja
surely set-PPPC coffee cup-GEN and
enough set betwggn the cup and

t.ih(h)

: ta- (. ) tassí-n tväIiint
saucer-GEN between

the sa- (. ) the saucer

1"01 ( ): Ij(h)o(h)o t
yes
y (h) es

-> Noora : ttäå nykä-s s (h) e-n
this pu11-PST-3 it-ACC
tlrj.s one puIled i (h) t oft

hihihi n (h) äin hihi hihi
thus

hihihi 1 (h) ike this hihi hihi
L03
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(1e)
3? Sanna : no kerto-k (h) aa f,)mj-mmone< se toin [enf'

wetl tell-IMP-PL2 what kind it other
wetl t (h) e1} us twhat the other onef,

38 (Leena) : Ino:
PRl
well

39 Sanna : o (h) l-i. .h (h)
be-PST-3
w (h) as like . . h (h)

-> Noora : s(h)e pud(h)ot-ti t(h)ommose-n
he droP-PST-3 that kind-ACC
h (h) e dr (h) oPPed that k (h) ind of

4L 1(h)ampu-n [pöydä-l- heh]
lamp-ACC table-Alt
a l(h)amp on the table- heh

42 (Henna) : lhmhm hehe l

43 heh .trh tai to-n sisä-kalu-n
or that-ACC inside-object-ACC
heh .trh or the inside Piece

'Were Veijo absent, Noora probably would mention his

name and afterwards constantly refer to him with the third-
person singular pronoun Je ('he', literally 'it'). Yet she once

refers to him with the pronoun re and twice with the pronoun
töd(<tdmri 'this'or'this one'). How can we account for the use

of tdd here?
According to Laury (1995: 84), speakeß use tdmti to

present to their addressees referents which they consider to be

in their own sphere, while se is reserved for those referents

which the speaker considers to be in the add¡essee's current
sphere. (See also Laury, this volume.) After having just spoken

to Veijo in a mode which gives Veijo the role of an addressed

recipient and excludes the other participants to the role of mere
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overhearers (see the previous chapter), it is natural that Noora
considers Veijo as belonging to her sphere. Furthermore, when
referring to the participants of an on-going conversation, tämö
is mainly used to refer to a participant who has been the speaker
of the previous turn or of some other recent turn (Seppänen

L995: 77). Thus the reference is identifiable to the other
participants through Veijo's former participant roles, as a

speaker and as Noora's addressed recipient. By using the
pronoun ttüi 'this one' Noora pays attention to the roles Veijo
has as a participant in the world of the situation where the story
is being told.

In examples (17) and (18), where Noora uses the pronoun
ttiö'this one', she is justtuming from argument to narrative. In
(17), tlre previous utterance (lines 8-10: o/i ensidepyytti ku
lØikki aina puhuu sun ensidepyytistö 'it was the first debut
because everybody always talks about your first debut') is part
of an argument. Noora claims the right to tell the story because

she thinks she remembers the facts better than does Veijo.
Immediately after making that claim, Noora tums to the story
(line 10). h (18), Noora starts out in line 95 in the

argumentative mode, using the second-person pronoun (sul oli
'you had'), but switches back to the narrative mode by replacing
the personal pronoun with the demonstrative ttissö 'here'. In
what follows, she uses t¿id 'this one' to refer to Veijo (line 102).

In both cases, Noora takes the initiative to change the point of
view from the here-and-now to the narrated world, in the
middle of her own turn.

In example (19), where Noora uses se 's/he', the sequential
position of the utterance is different. Noora is responding to
Sanna, who has asked bottr Veijo and Noora to tell them "the

other story" (line 37). Sanna has already interrupted the

argument and indicated a transition to the narrated world. \Vhen
Noora begins, the audience is prepared to hear a story; she has

moved to the narrated world without any effort of her own.
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As I see it, rrid ('this one') falls between sø ('you') and se

('s/he'). Sd only refers to someone who is present in the time of
telling; se mainly refers to someone who belongs to the
narrated time of action, and tîui can refer to both. In other
words, ttiti can act as a subject in narrative clauses or utterances.
In fact, this is how Noora is using it: ttüi lcaato'this one spilled'
and tcüi nykis 'this one pulled it off'. In this way töti refers to
the protâgonist of the narrated world. At the same time,
however, it indicates that the person referred to is present in the
here-and-now, a pafticipant in the world of the situation in
which the story is being told. Thus, the pronoun tiui'this one'
provides a means to orient the audience to a shift in footing
from the here-and-now to the narrated world, because täö can
be used to refer to both these worlds. If, on the other hand, the
change of footing has already taken place in co-operation with
other participants, it is possible to use the pronoun se, which
places the referent only in the narrated world and ignores the
here-and-now.

3.4.5ö in Displaying Understanding of the Story

In addition to argumentative sequences, Noora uses the second-
person pronoun sö when she offers an appreciation of Veijo's
story. According to Sacks (t19711 1992:. 422), a common
feature of the sequential organization of storytelling is that
stories told in conversation have, on their completion, a

recipient or a series of recipients offering an appreciation of the

story. In other words, after a story has been told, a sequential
position occurs that enables the recipients to display their
understanding of it and/or to affiliate to it by showing its
particular relevance to them. (Cf. also Sacks 1978:261.) I will
argue here that, in this sequential position, s¿i has a different
effect on the participation framework of the moment than in the
argumentative sequences: here the effect is that Noora avoids

taking the position of a co-teller of the story and displays her
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story recipient. Examples (20) and (21)

(20)
62 Veijo =.h k (h) issa Is (h)ingaht-i

cat fIy-PST-3
:.h the c(h)at fl(h)ew

63 Sanna l.h (h) h

64 ( (nauravat 1.2'))
( (they laugh I.2) )

-) Noora Êså yrit-i-t Iselvästi
you try-PST-2 c1earÌy

9you clearly tried to

66 Sanna

67 Noora ltappa-al si-t (h) ä h (h) l
Ki11-INF II-PART
killf. h (h) er h (h)

68 Sanna I ltei oof, ] t (h) ot tt (h) a h (h)
NEG-3 be true

lf,cantt bet t (h) rue h (h)

6e ( )

70 Leena

leeh hehheh

[no mitä
well what
well what

71- tei-än isä ja iiiti sano.
youPL-GEN father and mother say-PST-3
did your føLher and mgLher say.

In example (20), Veijo has finished his story, the dropping
of the lamp, in line 62. This has caused the recipients to burst
out laughing, and Noora's subsequent utterance (line 65), which
contains the second person pronoun, is the first comment on ths
story. Noora is accusing Veijo of causing harm to the cat; but
the accusation is too absurd to be taken seriously, and it is

t.h (h)
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produced with a smiling voice. Noora's utterance offers an

appreciation of Veijo's story by escalating the humour in it.
The situation in example (21) is quite similar to that in

(20):

(21)
L21 Sanna: ei mut siís tää lamppu o-n mu-st nyt

NEG but well this lamp be-3 I-ET,A now
no but well I think this lamp is now

122 f, jotain aí: lvant fan [t (h) ast- he heh
something real-ly fantastic

Êsomething reallyt fant (h) ast- he heh

ihihL23

t24

]-25

726

lehh heh

127 Sanna:

l-28 Noora:

130 Noora: pitä-n(h)y ts(h)iit
Iike-PST it
didn't 1 (h) ike h (h) er

t

lhah hah

lm: Irnm:-

lj(h)oo
yeah
y (h) ea

lsyytö-hä m(h) ie sii- (h) e
innocent-PRT f it-ILL
w(h)elÌ I w(h)as innocent of

.h(h)hthh

lnii mut se¿ et viel<
yeah but ít that even
yea but the fact t.hat one indeed

pitä-ä kissa-n pääI.=så sslvästi e-t.
must-3 cat-GEN over you clearly NEG-2
has to pour it on the cat.=you clearly

131- Veijo
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).32 o1- (h) Í-n
be-PST-1
that

133 Sanna: hi hi hi

t34 (0 .3)

L3s ( ): .hhtlübh lhh

136 Henna: lvoi ei.]
oh NEG
oh no.

13? Mella: h(h)a[1(h)u- .h kissa] parka?
want- cat Poor
d(h)id- .h Pos.r cet?

Example (21) is in a situation where, after Noora's story has

been dealt with, Sanna retums to Veijo's story and produces an

evaluation of it (lines 122-123). Noora escalates the evaluation
in her turn (lines l29-l3l), and repeats her previous accusation

to Veijo for bad intentions towards the cat, laughing while she

speaks.
Noora's utterances are interpretations of Veijo's intentions

towards the cat. Because Noora has been present at the time of
action in Veijo's story, it would have been possible for her to
make the interpretation while she was watching the dropping of
the lamp. Thus, if she had said "he clearly tried to kill her" and

"he clearly didn't like her", she would have been reporting to

the other girls an inteqpretation which she made at the time she

was wiüressing the events; that is, she would have assumed

another narrator voice beside Veijo's. Now when she says "you
tried" and "you didn't like her", she is offering an

understanding of his story as a recipient; the second-person

pronoun works as a device for marking the utterance as an

interpretation which Noora has made on the basis of what she

has just heard, not what she had wibressed herself. She thus
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takes her place as one among the recipients and accepts Veijo æ
the narrator.

The second person pronoun sö 'you' in this sequential
position is interpreted by the participants in a different way than
it is when it is used to contradict or to develop some other kind
of argumentative statement. Noora's addressing Veijo does not
prevent the other girls from dealing with the story and offering
their own understandings of it, as can be seen in lines 68-71 and
134-L38 in the examples. Here the second-person pronoun does

not have the effect of making the non-addressed recipients as

mere overhearers, as it did in the argumentative sequences.

Instead, it shows that at this point Noora does not act as a co-
teller of Veijo's story, but rather, she acts as one of the

recipients by producing a tum which offers an appreciation of
the story like the other girls' turns do - they are all together
dealing with Veijo's story and offering understandings of it.

After a story has been told, the difference between the
knowing and the unknowing recipients is smaller than in the

beginning. Noora and Veijo still have a special position in the
participation framework, but all the recipients have some kind
of access to the events since they have heard the report. All are

able to evaluate them according to what they have heard.

4. Conclusions

To sum up, the pronouns sd 'you', täö'this one', and se 'she/he',
which refer to the co-participating protagonist of a story, may
be interpreted in this conversation in the following ways:
(i) The second-person singular pronoun Jri 'you' occurs as a
means of building an argumentative sequence (examples 12, 13,
and 14); or as a means for the knowing recipient to relax her
position as a knowing recipient and offer an appreciation of the

story here and now (examples 20 and 2l). Iß any case, it
indicates that the person referred to is relevant at the time of
telling rather than at the time of the events of the story.
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(iÐ The demonstrative pronoun ttüi'this one' occurs when the
speaker is making a transition from the here-and-now to the
narrated world; it indicates that the person referred to belongs
to both. As the speaker is orienting to this transition, she

manipulates her choice of pronouns for the unknowing
recipients. Thus, the pronoun triti marks the referent as being a
ratified participant without being an addressee.
(iii) The third-person singular pronoun se 's/he' indicates that
the speaker is orienting to the narrated world and is ignoring
the here-and-now.

From these interpretations, I would like to draw the
following wider conclusions: the choice of a pronoun is an

important resource for creating the participation framework
and defining the roles in it. Through the choice of pronoun the
speaker can mark a change in the speech activity and a

movement between different layers of time and place. The
same pronoun can receive very different inteqpretations
according to the sequential position of the turn in which it
occurs; the use of pronouns needs to be studied in accordance
with a turn-by-turn analysis of what is happening in the
conversation.

Appendix L: Transcription Conventions

. Falling intonation
, Falling intonation weaker than that indicated by a period
? Rising intonation

If the intonation is level, there is nosymbol.

Marked rising and falling shifts in intonation are indicated by upward (1) and
downwa¡d (J) pointing rurows immediately prior to the rise or fall.

Emphasis is indicated by underlining.

Capital letters indicate an utterançe, or a part thereof, that is spoken louder
than the surrounding talk.

i

I
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oo Degree signs
surrounding

indicate a passage of talk which is quieter than the
talk.

(0.s)
(.)

h
.h

(h)

f.g

()
())

I-enøhenine of the sound
An íngle bräcket indicates a halting, abrupt cutoff.

The leuer h (or several of them) indicates an audible aspiration.
A period + the letter h (or several of ttrem) indicates an audible
inhalation.
A parenthesized h indicates that the word is pronounced with laugh.

Smile voice.

Talk inside is done with a fasterpace than the sunounding talk.

Silences timed in tenths of a second.
A micropause less than two tenths of a second.
No silence between two adjacent uttemnces.

Utterances starting simultaneously are linked togcther with a
single left-hand bracket. The same sign also indicates the
beginning of overlapping talk.

The point where overlapping utterances stop ovedapping is
marked with a single right-hand bracket

Items enclosed within single parentheses are in doubt.

Double parentheses are used to enclose a comment by the
transcriptionist, e.g. ((laughter))

t

Appedix 2: Form Glosses

N.B. The following forms have been ueated as unmarked forms, not
indicated in the glõssing: nominative case, active voice, present tense'

singular.

Abbreviations used in the glosses:
1 firstperson ending
2 second peßon ending
3 thirdperson ending
4 passivepersonending
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Case endings:
ACC accusative; ADE adessive; ALL allative; ELA elative; ESS essive; GEN
genitive; TI I. illative; INE inessive; PAR partitive; TRA translative.

Other abbreviations:
IMP imperative; INF infinitive; NEG negation; PASS passive; PL plu¡al;
PPC past participle; PPPC passive past participle; PRT particle; PST past
tense; Qinterrogative; lnameF lst name, female; Lname last name.
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